Victimization," said Powers. In order to establish a larger, ethnically defined state to protect themselves from fascism or Islamic rule, to further add to the body president and vice-president. In Monday's election the Wilkinson/O'Donnell ticket received 75.5 percent of the vote while the Whelan/Peters ticket received 20.3 percent. Abstention from voting for either ticket were 4.2 percent.

---

By CHRISTINA CANNON
News Writer

Mary Beth Wilkinson and Lynn O'Donnell were elected by a landslide over Melissa Whelan and Melissa Peters for Saint Mary's College Student Government. The Observer/J. Harris

---

Rev. Jesse Jackson to speak at ND Friday

By KAREN DUBAY
News Writer

Rainbow Coalition President Jesse Jackson will speak at Notre Dame Friday at 7 p.m. in Stepan Center as part of the National Association of Students at Catholic Colleges and Universities' (NASSCU) fourth national convention, which will focus on cultural diversity.

Jackson was singled out because he is "one of the most prominent speakers on cultural diversity" in the nation, according to junior Mike Schmiedeler, the conference chair.

Schmiedeler said Jackson has "a lot of experience to offer Notre Dame," since he has attempted and often succeeded at changing and affecting many individuals' views on cultural diversity.

Jackson's lecture "will help open relations on campus and that is definitely a step in the right direction," Schmiedeler said. "I feel he is really a dynamic speaker. Most people will leave the speech with something new to think about."

"Unfortunately," he added, "I'm afraid we may be losing some people who may be too closed-minded to learn from Jackson's experiences."

Although Jackson's speech will be the most prominent activity of the convention, student leaders from many different Catholic colleges and universities will also be available to discuss their experiences and views on cultural diversity.

Notre Dame's NASSCU group, which "has doubled in size and is taking off," will be well represented, according to Schmiedeler.

All available student tickets were distributed yesterday, Student Government President's Council, Student Union Board, Saint Mary's College and the Lilly Foundation have all helped make the lecture and conference possible.

---

Foreign policy advisor suggests some criteria for national self determination

By NANCY DUNN
News Writer

Self determination should be the exception and not the rule, said Gerard Powers, a foreign policy advisor in the United States Catholic Conference in his lecture, "Sarajevo and Self Determination: Building an Old New World Order?"

Powers said the former Yugoslav system collapsed because none of the constituent groups were satisfied. The Serbs wanted to create a more powerful Yugoslav state, while other ethnic groups wanted to decentralize the government to prevent Serb domination.

When it became clear that the old order would crumble, the Serbs began their attempt to establish a larger, ethnically defined state to protect themselves from fascism or Islamic rule.

Powers suggested three obstacles to self determination. First, he explained, the division of groups is infinite, and therefore, authorities must decide which nationalities are deserving of recognition as sovereign states.

Second, he said, the recognition of such a right would encourage secession even when political accommodation within the state is still possible. Finally, the political and economic viability of a state must be examined.

Powers said there needs to be political and legal criteria to distinguish between those who do and those who do not have the power to be sovereign states. He said the question is not so much whether or not a certain people deserve independence, but rather whether a country meets certain criteria.

Reasons for seeking independence should be good, gains should outweigh any foreseeable harm, and military force should be used only as a last resort for a country to have the right to secede, said Powers.

The international community needs to take more active measures to support such states instead of "blindly endorsing the status quo," said Powers.

Encouraging democracy, helping to resolve conflicts, improving peace-keeping and peace-making forces were steps that Powers suggested countries like the U.S. might take in order to help such struggling micro-states.

As a representative of the bishop's committee, Powers said he supported multi-lateral intervention in Sarajevo and the surrounding areas. To improve the situation he listed four steps. First, enforce the economic embargo. Second, enforce the no-fly zone. Third, improve protection for the aid supplies. Fourth, help to secure the border security so that good can get through.

The United States cannot sit back and congratulate itself for not being in a state of war like the Eastern European countries, said Powers. Unless steps are taken, said Powers, "Yugoslavia could be the harbinger for more dreadful events."

---

CLC discusses J-Boards and is advised to revise parietals

By SHANNON DeVERNA
News Writer

Judicial Boards and the evolution of parietals were the main topics of Monday's Campus Life Council meeting.

"Residents should be involved in maintaining good order in halls," the student panel should work with a J-Board "in adjudicating offenses against that good order," and "the character of Judicial offenses must differ from hall to hall" due to the unique characteristics of the different halls, he said.

These guidelines would help to make the infrequently used J-Boards more successful, Deveran said.

Campus Life Council President Nora Bohr said the proposal for a J-Board "in adjudicating offenses against that good order," and "the character of Judicial offenses must differ among halls" due to the unique characteristics of the different halls, he said.

The goal of the Carroll House Board is to be both virtually all offenses, and to pass on only the most serious offenses to the Office of Student Affairs, Sullivan said. The factor in this success of J-Boards, Deveran agreed, is implicit trust.

The CLC decided that by April 5th, the final decisions on any revisions of the DuBac concerning Judicial Boards will be made.

In other business, Mau reen Connelly and Ryan Connelly discussed a student government report they are preparing for the Board of Trustees on Gender Relations. They wanted feedback about things the University could do to improve relations between women and men.

Connelly and Bohr's suggestions was the changing or elimination of parietals. This idea presented many members of the Council to point out the advantages of the current parietal system.

Connelly suggested ending forced tours of the residence of parietals and said that without them "there could be room for growth (in gender relations). If students had a little more freedom."
I saw the funniest thing as I watched the recent Inauguration Day ceremonies on TV in LaFortune. As soon as President Clinton finished his inaugural News speech and the national anthem ended, everyone sitting on the front couches rushed off—and a new man suddenly appeared and filled the empty seats. This was the first time people looked suspiciously like several members of the English department who were, presumably, trying to hear poet Maya Angelou. (Evidently the group of people who rushed off didn't think a poet was worth listening to.)

The group of people who left heard President Clinton say, "There is nothing wrong with America that can't be cured by what is right about America.

They missed Angelou say, "Your armed struggles for profit / Have left collars of waste upon / My shore, currents of debris upon my breast."

That's what's wrong with America. What's wrong in America is that there is always a war going on, and it isn't always fought with weapons (although we do that often enough).

It's a war over race, class, gender and sexual preference. It's a war between our public schools who can't read and in riot-torn south central L.A.

Angelou knows what's right about America. She told us throughout her poem, no less than courage, strength, and out / And into your sister's eyes, and into / Your brother's face, your country / And say very very / And in Allen Schindler, the gay sailor who was killed in an auto wreck over break, today. Return the contracts to 311 Main Building.
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Today is a Day to listen to the poets

The Feast of Candelmas will be celebrated in a special liturgy at 5 p.m. in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart. As part of the Feast of the Presentation of the Lord, you are invited to bring along candles from home, that they may be blessed and used throughout the year.

Hundreds more marines head home

MOGADISHU, Somalia — Nearly 500 Marines boarded planes for home today, the first of 2,700 U.S. troops being pulled out of Somalia this week in the biggest withdrawal since U.S. forces landed in December. The first 473 Americans to leave today were members of the 1st Combat Engineer Battalion of the 1st Marine Division of Camp Pendleton, Calif., whose duties were being turned over to the Army. Nearly 1,000 combat Marines returned to Camp Pendleton last month in the first major withdrawal of American forces since they arrived Dec. 9 to secure relief food shipments from bandits and looters. There are still 24,361 U.S. troops in Somalia.

National

Clinton toughens trade with Europe

- Washington - The Clinton administration took a tough bargaining stance in its first major trade dispute by announcing Monday that next month the federal government would stop purchasing a wide range of products made in Europe. The ball would take effect March 22 unless a compromise is reached before then. The United States is demanding that Europe abandon rules that favor European manufacturers at the expense of foreign companies in sales to government-run utilities. U.S. companies like General Electric and the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. have complained the European rules cost them sales. The administration's action comes at a time when a number of American industries from steel to autos to semiconductors are petitioning the new administration for government help in coping with foreign competition.

CAMPUS

Life trustee Timothy Galvin dies

NOTICE DEATH — Timothy Galvin, a retired attorney from Hammond, Ind., and life trustee of the University of Notre Dame, died Wednesday, Jan. 27 at the age of 98. A 1916 graduate of Notre Dame, Galvin served as president of the University's Alumni Association in 1934-35 and was elected to the Board of Trustees in 1946. He became a life trustee in 1974. He is survived by two sons, Timothy Galvin Jr., who earned his bachelor's and law degrees from Notre Dame in 1959 and 1962, and Patrick Galvin, a 1961 graduate of the University. A funeral Mass for Galvin was celebrated at 10 a.m. Saturday at All Saints Church, 570 Sibley St., Hammond.

OF INTEREST

The Feast of Candelmas will be celebrated in a special liturgy at 5 p.m. in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart. As part of the Feast of the Presentation of the Lord, you are invited to bring along candles from home, that they may be blessed and used throughout the year.

Codependents Anonymous (CODA) is a 12-step program for men and women interested in recovery from alcoholic and/or otherwise dysfunctional family backgrounds. CODA is open to all men and women interested in establishing healthy, fulfilling relationships. Meetings are held in South Hall Chapel every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.

An evening prayer service at 7 p.m. in Regina Chapel will provide an opportunity to reflect in a prayerful way on the pains and joys of renovating the Church of Loretto.

Weather Report

Forecast for noon, Tuesday, February 2

Lines separate high temperature zones for the day.
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by PATRICE MILLER
News Writer

People with eating disorders must learn how to change their thought process towards food, said Valerie Staples, the program coordinator of the HOPE program who talked at Saint Mary’s.

The HOPE (Healthy Options for Problem Eaters) program, located at South Bend’s Memorial Hospital, deals with recovery from the eating disorders of anorexia and bulimia. The program has been in existence for eight years, with Staples as the coordinator for six years.

Nancy Schoeneman, who is director of the Eating Problems Outreach program on both the Notre Dame and the Saint Mary’s campuses, helped to organize the program on “Causes of and Recovery from Eating Disorders.”

“Eating disorders are an issue that we are all affected by,” said Schoeneman. Awareness of an eating disorder is an important part in the recovery process, Staples said. People have eating disorders because they have trouble coping with their emotions and use food as escape, instead of dealing with their problem. Since their self esteem is low, no matter how thin they are they still feel and view themselves as fat, she said.

According to Staples, “People who are bulimic enter treatment on their own because of the emotional pain. They are tired of making excuses.”

For the recovery process to be successful, the patient has to learn not just how to express sadness or anger, but actually what those emotions are, Staples said. Group therapy helps the people to learn about their feelings and is key to the long and emotional process of recovery, she said.

By GERALDINE HAMILTON
News Writer

The first round of the Iceberg Debates was Monday, concentrating on the issue of whether the ban on homosexuals in the military should be lifted.

The debates were judged by faculty members and law students. Each team was given a score of 0, 1 or 2.

Saint Edward's Hall hosted Breen Phillips and took an affirmative stance on the issue. St. Ed's won with a score of 2. Alumni Hall - B beat Fisher with a score of 2 due to forfeit. Alumni was opposed to the ban being lifted. Morrissey beat their host team.

Happy 21st Birthday
Mara Fuller

(thr queen of all groundhogs)

Love, Your
Family and Friends

Thinking of doing a year of service? How about doing it for a lifetime?

Have you considered THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR?

A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 239-6385
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel is offering to return to the Palestinians all the deportees it sent abroad from the occupied territories, a Palestinian official said Monday. The news of the offer, which was worked out in discussions with the United States, and the Clinton administration promised to shield Israel from international sanctions and work to renew the Middle East peace process.

"It is a package deal," he told a news conference. He added it would apply whether or not the deported Palestinians — who have been living in a makeshift camp in southern Lebanon — accepted Israel's offer.

Rabin said that in return for the deportees, Israel would help international groups get humanitarian aid to the deportees "by helicopter, not by land."

Details of the plan were not immediately known, including how the 100 deportees to be returned will be selected.

Environment Minister Yossi Sarid called the deal "a compromise that is very helpful to Israel."

Israel arrests Arab-Americans

JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel is accusing two Arab-Americans of being sent from abroad to rebuild the Hamas movement, the latest step in an apparent government campaign to tie the militant Islamic group to Palestinians in the United States.

Government statements on Israeli television said Sunday that Hamas is now being run from the United States, where Hamas leaders were said to have links with offices in Iran, Sudan, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and England.

Government-owned television, which first reported alleged links between Hamas and Palestinian-Americans three weeks ago, said the organization was mainly run from an office in Arlington, Va.

But a security official who briefed reporters said only that "a part of this organization" was in America.

TAKE THE KEYS. CALL A CAB. TAKE A STAND. DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!

Irish Republic: Summer in 1993

May 19 - June 18

Travel in Ireland, Scotland, and France

MEETING February 15

6:30 p.m. Carroll Hall, SMC • Free pizza

Past students and faculty participants will be present.

For information call Prof. Black

284-4460 or 272-3726
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The Observer is now accepting applications for the following positions

Managing Editor

Applicants should have strong management and interpersonal skills, a solid base of Macintosh computer knowledge, basic journalistic and editorial skills and some newspaper production experience. Any full-time undergraduate at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's is encouraged to apply.

Business Manager

Any sophomore or junior Business major at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's interested in valuable work experience is encouraged to apply. Applicants should have strong interpersonal and organizational skills and a basic understanding of accounting principles.

Please submit a three-page statement of intent and a resume to David Kinney, Business Manager at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's.
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Clinton tough in trade dispute

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Clinton administration took a tough bargaining stance in its first major trade action, announcing Monday that next month the federal government would launch antidumping and countervailing duties on a wide range of products made in Europe.

The halt would take effect March 22 unless a compromise is reached.

The administration's announcement Monday that it had branded "unilateral bullying" by one European official who accused the U.S. of waging a trade war between the United States and Europe.

The United States is demanding that Europe abandon rules that favor European manufacturers at the expense of foreign companies in sales to government-run utilities.

U.S. companies like General Electric and GTE and AT&T, which have signed pacts with European utilities, would be put at a disadvantage.

European officials called Monday's move as ill-advised and charged that the administration was ignoring major Buy-American provisions in U.S. law, especially at the state and local level.

"I cannot believe it is in anybody's interest," said a spokesman for the buyside's American, to attempt to deal with trade issues in this way," said Leon Brittan, the European Community's top trade negotiator.

"We do not accept this form of unilateral bullying," Brittan said in a statement issued in Brussels.

It was less clear, however, whether any progress was being made in negotiations for a new contract covering 60,000 coal miners in the Appalachian region and the Midwest.

Status of Illinois auditors uncertain

SPRINGFIELD — Some lawmakers are questioning the need to hire 100 tax auditors who neither live nor work in the state. Some of the auditors in other states who work out of their homes or libraries live in Indianapolis. The Department of Revenue says its 103 out-of-state tax auditors ensure that corporations and individuals who do business in Illinois are paying the state's fair share of Illinois taxes.

American Express tries to recover prestige

NEW YORK — The resignation of Robinson III as chairman of American Express Co. sent a complaint message to disgruntled investors — and reflects the increasing pressure on boardrooms across corporate America.

Robinson just one week ago executed a stunning power play at the company, persuading directors who had been sidestepping him all along to step aside to keep him on and even enhance his power.

"We're talking about a house that was swift and largely negative. After a week of internal dissatisfaction, confusion over who was running the company, a revolt by institutional share­holders and further battering of the company's stock, Robinson has taken a step forward," said Arthur Oleineck, a New York analyst.

The company announced Robinson's departure, effective Feb. 22, on Saturday. Robinson also gave up his seat on the board of directors.

As American Express tries to recover the prestige supposedly synonymous with its green and white card, questions now are: Will the new chairman be able to put the management in place to keep him on and even enhance his power.
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The company announced Robinson's departure, effective Feb. 22, on Saturday. Robinson also gave up his seat on the board of directors.
Dear Editor:

I would like to discuss some of the points made by Mr. Beeli's article, regarding his stand on abortion, which appeared in the Observer of Jan. 25.

I do not want to defend all politicians, but I think that Mr. Beeli should have a little more tact in his criticism. Perhaps it is easy to browbeat someone you know when you exactly what you want to say, and can put someone on the spot.

I feel that every politician be able to give a complete philosophical discussion about a topic which concerns the public. This is akin to expecting all doctors be experts in every field of medicine, something which is impossible, of course.

Mr. Beeli credits several "false choices" to the pro-choice camp as he brought up his letter. His complaint that taxpayers have no choice in whether or not to fund abortions is pointless, as it is obvious that our taxes will always go towards things like (for example) the military, the arts, or various other things that are not popular among all Americans. He also refutes abortion as an intrusion on the personal rights of the individual concerned. In the case of slavery, there is only one person who is truly affected by the decision of whether or not to afford human rights — the slave himself.

However, in the case of abortion, there are two conflicting interests: the mother and the unborn child. The fetus "right to life" is at times in conflict with the mother's right to determine whether or not she wants to reproduce. In this scenario, a choice must be made as to whom rights priority.

I believe, as do many others, that the mother's rights must be given the higher priority. Even the father can have no rights in this matter, as ultimately it is the woman who has to deal with all of the consequences of the decision. Laws requiring mandatory spousal consent infringe upon the woman's right to have dominion over her body, by allowing someone else to make the decision of childbearing for her (something I am sure many males would not agree with if they could imagine a world where the sides were reversed, and it was them who were being told to have children).

The analogy of disposing of the elderly after they reach a certain age (a LaLoggia's Run) also misses the mark. Mr. Beeli argues that choosing an arbitrary age for the elderly to die is much the same as arbitrarily determining that a fetus becomes a baby with rights at birth. As Mr. Beeli is so fond of logic, I offer that it is not arbitrary, but only logical that a baby is accorded his/her rights at birth. This is the first time in the child's life that its vested interest in living no longer overlaps with the mother's wishes to carry it to term.

At the point of birth, it seems obvious that the mother can no longer refuse to have the baby. Once it is established that we have been granted human rights, our government does not (and cannot) then conspire to take away the rights of certain groups in an arbitrary manner, as Mr. Beeli suggests is possible.

Perhaps I should explain to Mr. Beeli what the "choice" in pro-choice stands for. It refers to the choice of whether or not to give special significance to the relationship between sex and childbearing, one that is guaranteed to us through the First Amendment of the Constitution. "Choice" means choosing to allow other people to make this important decision based on their own personal beliefs, and not pushing the morals of what is, in fact, a minority, upon anyone.

It also means that if women are free to choose when they want to have children before conception, they should be free to make the same choice after conception, prior to birth. Mr. Beeli speaks about the evils of oppression of the unborn at the end of his article. People seem to forget that removing the freedom of willful reproduction from women is a form of oppression as well.

Matthew J. Cunningham

DONEDSBURY

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"We are not permitted to choose the frame of our destiny. But what we put in it is ours."

--Dag Hammarskjold
By ROLANDO DE AGUIAR

Accent Writer

As if the Keenan Revue weren't funny enough, Second City showed up last night to bombart Notre Dame with its newest payload of explosive comedy.

The six-member traveling troupe played to an enthusiastic crowd at Washington Hall last night, entertaining the audience with its signature brand of satire.

Poking fun at everyone and everything during the two-hour show, Second City zeroed in on targets ranging from pacifists to typical Domer male posturing.

Perhaps the evening's most entertaining moment came when the group moved into its improvisational mode.

Random shouts from the audience determined where the comedy would go, and it went from comatose patients to frog-boy.

But one would expect an outstanding performance from the most successful comedy group currently performing in this country.

With an alumni association that includes Dan Aykroyd, John Belushi, Bill Murray, Martin Short, Gilda Radner and Joan Rivers, Second City has long been a springboard into the comedic neverlands of talk shows and Saturday Night Live.

In fact, three of the group's former members—Chris Farley, Tim Meadows and "Wayne’s World" star Mike Myers—are currently featured on the NBC late-night mainstay. While Aykroyd, Belushi, Murray and Radner were all original Not-ready-for-Prime-Time Players, they have since scattered to the winds.

But we are silen as Swee’Pea debates whether to escape with Pearl’s quirky daughters, and we are silenced as Swee’ Pea, who believes his deceased grandfather lives vicariously through him.

The film is a panorama of humor and emotion. We laugh aloud at Norma Berman's (Shirley MacLaine) reenactment of Ann Bancroft's timeless portrayal of Mrs. Robinson in "The Graduate." And we are silenced as Swee’ Pea debates whether to escape from the confusion which endures.

City showed up last night to entertain the audience at Washington Hall last night, playing to an enthusiastic crowd.

The original show, 'The Second City' has been a part of Chicago shows, which feature a cast different from the one which played here last night, can be ordered at (312) 664-4032.

USA debates whether to escape with Pearl’s quirky daughters, and we are silenced as Swee’ Pea, who believes his deceased grandfather lives vicariously through him.

The film is a panorama of humor and emotion. We laugh aloud at Norma Berman's (Shirley MacLaine) reenactment of Ann Bancroft's timeless portrayal of Mrs. Robinson in "The Graduate." And we are silenced as Swee’ Pea debates whether to escape from the confusion which endures.

By PETER BEVACQUA

Film Critic

"Used People" is a comedic drama about love, family and other embarrassments. It's about second chances, taking chances, and where they can lead. But mostly it's about Pearl and Joe, the unluckiest couple in Queens.

New York, 1969—the trials and tribulations of the Miracle Mets have captured the imagination of a troubled metropoli, a nation watches as man walks on the moon, and a husband of thirty-seven years has died and left behind a wife, Pearl Berman (Shirley MacLaine), to become a premature widow.

The film begins with a Jewish funeral for Joe, and "Used People" is a magical tale of forgiveness, understanding and rebirth. Only hours after the burial of her "beloved" husband, Pearl must deal with a relentless suitor, Joe Melendandri (Marcello Mastroianni), who refuses to allow her to confine herself within the archaic mores of Jewish mourning.

Joe is a foreigner, and it is his exotic "otherness" which liberates a family from their self-erected walls of impenetrable callousness. He is a symbol of the Old World which, ironically, enables an assorted lot of post-counterculture misfits to forge a new identity.

Joe's dapper Italian bravo hides a man whose search for meaning in his own life propels him to inject love into the hearts of the Berman family.

It is not often that an audience perceives the images upon the screen to be anything other than Hollywood personnages; however, the characters of "Used People" are, indeed, people, and an empathetic relationship between viewer and viewed is achieved.

The audience is concerned with Pearl's quirky daughters, her feisty and sharp-spoken mother, Frieda (Jessica Tandy), and a little boy, Swee' Pea, who believes his deceased grandfather lives vicariously through him.

"They were exploring improvisational comedy in the original show," Todd Stashwick, a member of the traveling cast, said.

"Eventually it evolved into a revue format, with sketches, songs, and improvisational games throughout the show."

"Stashwick himself was a college student when he decided that he would someday be a member of the Second City gang.

"When I was a freshman in college, they came to my school—Toyoa of Chicago—so I had wanted to do it since I was 17," said Stashwick. "I was a theater major and I asked some of the actors in Second City how I could get started in it.

"Eventually, I got a job at the Second City's club in Chicago as a waiter. I auditioned twice before I got the job."

Fellow cast member Tracy Thorpe also had a long-time dream to become a Second City player.

"My dad took me as a child to see a Second City performance," said Thorpe. "It was a lifelong dream to be a part of it."

Thorpe has now been a part of Second City for over two and a half years, while Stashwick has only been with the group for a year, which he has found to be very rewarding.

"The scenes are very diverse," said Stashwick. "Acting in my first love."

Stashwick and his fellow players are on the road for eight months of the year, playing dates from August until May.

The original Second City theater is located at 1616 North Wells. Tickets for Chicago shows, which feature a cast different from the one which played here last night, can be ordered at (312) 664-4032.

Joe Meledandri (Marcello Mastroianni) courts the recently widowed Pearl Berman (Shirley MacLaine) in the new motion picture "Used People."
By NICOLE MCCGRATH
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

The Saint Mary's basketball team left their last two losses behind in Chicago last Saturday by defeating North Central College, 62-55.

Although coach Mary Wood didn't travel with the team, assistant coach Don Cromer brought the team their record to 10-4. According to Wood, the starting lineup was going to be a big part of that. Cromer had a different plan.

Cromer kept the starting line-up of Kristen Crawford, Jennifer Taulman, Lacy Epp, Julie Snyder and Kim Holmes. Junior Anne Mulvihill was the only substitute used throughout the game.

It was nice because it allowed us to move the ball around, said co-captain Crawford. Cromer, Taulman and Epp covered a full 40 minutes while Mulvihill subbed for Snyder and Holmes during the first half.

North Central played zone defense and the Belles weren't able to move the ball around. Saint Mary's also couldn't get their shots to drop but held North Central off their feet.

"Defensively, our press gave them a hard time," said Crawford.

Snyder and Holmes closed down the inside lane forcing North Central to shoot from the outside. With the defense pressure, the Belles didn't hurt themselves by not scoring the first half.

The balanced offensive attack of the Bombers and their tendency to push the ball up the floor should keep Notre Dame running. Meek said it would be nice to see her team maintain consistant scoring and avoid the large chunks of time without a basket, which have plagued the team all season.

A win will mark the fifth time this season that the Bombers have won back-to-back games.

I think it would be nice to win back-to-back games, said Meek.

Superbowl Top Ten

1. I don't think Larry Bird is a virgin.
2. Some one in this room oughtta have a drink.
3. Mike, can you empathize with the baby boy when he sleeps?
4. Why did the chicken cross the road?
5. Some one in this room oughtta have a drink.
6. Lays: no one can stop at one.
7. Who brought the drugs?
8. Who brought the drugs?
9. They can't have habits-
10. Someone is going to get hurt.

DJ SHEIK

PIZZA NIGHT
TUESDAY, FEB. 2, 1993
4-6 P.M.
NDH AND SDH
Used Tapes: Cheapskate's in the Business Center, 2-240.
3-TAC RUNDOWN @ 2-347
ND AV & Howard
RAPID WORDPROCESSING
Call for details.

GIGS.
Call JOE X3695

RERVED FOR 1000000.00
FREE TRANSPORTATION! ROOM & BOARD!

WANTED

SUDDEN JOURNEY: Camp Briarwood & Wilderness Camp, 1 A.M. July 13th.

BED "N BREAKFAST REGISTRY

NOTICES

TYPING 287-4832

PIZZA NIGHT
TUESDAY, FEB. 2, 1993
4-6 P.M.
NDH AND SDH
Used Tapes: Cheapskate's in the Business Center, 2-240.
3-TAC RUNDOWN @ 2-347
ND AV & Howard

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - Michael Jordan scored 20 of his 37 points in a wild fourth quarter, railing Chicago from a 20-point deficit to a 96-92 victory over Utah on Monday night. B.J. Armstrong had 20 points.

Bucks 116, Warriors 102

Fred Roberts led a spur to close the third quarter and Todd Day scored eight of his 23 in the final period Monday night as Milwaukee pulled the beat the Golden State Warriors 116-102.

Lee Mayberry added 17 for Milwaukee, including a pair of fourth quarter three-pointers. Golden State, losing its sixth straight road game, got 20 points from Chris Haywood and 19 apiece from Chris Mullin and Chris Gatling.

The cold-shooting Mullin, who missed two last-second free throws in a 106-105 loss to the Los Angeles Clippers on Fridays, made just 7 of 20 field goal attempts.

Nets 115, Mavericks 96

DALLAS (AP) — Derrick Coleman scored 27 points, including nine in the pivotal third quarter, as New Jersey handed Dallas its seventh straight loss.

The Nets struggled to a 57-51 halftime lead and an 83-73 advantage in the third quarter by doubling their lead in the first three minutes.

The win was New Jersey's first in three on a games on a four-game road trip. Rookie Sean Banks scored 20 points for Dallas, which lost for the 22nd time in 23 games. Terry Davis added 16.

Ricky Prove led Seattle with 33 points. Shawn Kemp had 17 points and 14 rebounds for the Sonics, their sixth straight double-double.

Janet Libbing and the Saint Mary's basketball team broke a two game losing streak by beating North Central over the weekend.

The Observer/ Marguerite Schopp

Continued from page 12

Williams is the only Irish player in double digits with 17.4 points per game.

The Observer
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The Observer's classifieds classifieds each four business days from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre Dame office, 3rd floor, LeMans Hall. Call 1-800-881-beach.
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Men's swimming returns from weekend with two wins

By ALLISON MCCARTHY
Sports Writer

After their first dual meet road trip in over a year, the Notre Dame men's swimming team returned to school Sunday night with two wins against Cleveland State University and St. Bonaventure University.

The Irish increased their dual meet record thus far this season to 9-2, with a decisive 114-97 win over Cleveland State and a nine-point victory over St. Bonaventure, 126-117.

"We are thrilled with the results in every possible way," stated head coach Tim Welsh. "We haven't been tested on the road in over a year."

"The key to the season has been how well we have raced and competed side-by-side with the other team. This weekend was a good test of that, because both opponents are extremely talented racing teams," said Welsh.

The Irish faced a Cleveland State team strong in the medley relay, the breaststroke events, and the 100 freestyle, according to Welsh.

"They used their strengths to their advantage," Welsh said. "But we had the advantage of a larger team than CSU which allowed us to keep sending in fresh, rested swimmers."

Freshman Tom Horenkamp won his first collegiate event with a victory on Saturday afternoon. "It was a close meet," said senior co-captain Tom Whowell. "We knew it he'd be, so we just went into it with the attitude that we had to swim tough to win."

"We were so pleased with the way that we responded to the challenge," said Welsh of the Saturday meet. "They have a smaller pool, it's only six lanes, so the intensity goes up. It's more exciting, side-by-side competition."

The winner of the meet was undecided until the last event had ended. Due to the diving talents of junior Sean Hyer, Notre Dame had a twelve-point lead going into the 400 free relay. St. Bonaventure needed to claim first and second place in the relay to win the meet, while Notre Dame needed a second place. The Irish secured their victory, taking both second and third place.

Senior Greg Corkin's win in the 100 freestyle and Collin Cooley's victories in both the 200 breast and the 200 I.M. also helped give Notre Dame the necessary margin over St. Bonaventure.

In diving, Sean Hyer "really pulled through" for the Irish, according to Whowell. The nine points gained by his victory in the three-meter competition were crucial to Notre Dame's victory. Hyer also placed second in the one-meter competition.

This weekend, the Irish will return to their last home meet of the season at 4:00 p.m. on Saturday.

By HALEY SCOTT
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's swim team returned home this weekend with a win over Cleveland State and a tie against St. Bonaventure University.

The Irish travelled to Cleveland State early Friday morning to race that afternoon. Notre Dame dominated from the beginning, and went on to win the meet 126-101.

"It was a strong performance overall. The team swam well and they responded well," Juan reported.

After the win in Cleveland, the Irish travelled to Olean, New York, to swim St. Bonaventure on Saturday. The women's team swam well enough to come back from a 26 point deficit to win 149-149.

"It was nice to see the women challenged. It was the first time they were really pushed, and they responded well," Juan said.

Once again the Irish relied on their strength in the stroke events to pull them through the meet. Senior co-captains Tanya Williams won both the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke events, setting new pool records in both. Another pool record was set by freshman Jeslyn Peterson in the 200-yard breaststroke.

In what Julian called the guttiest event of the meet, the 200-yard freestyle, the Irish placed first, second, and third. "It allowed us to get back into the meet. It really fired the team up," Juan reported.

Other individual winners over the weekend were senior Susan Bobidan and sophomore Jim Dora.

Women win one in Cleveland but tie the next

Kay Broderick

events.

The meet against Cleveland State was good practice for Notre Dame's championship meet in March. At the close of their season, the swim team will return to Cleveland State to compete at the Eastern Collegiate championship meet.

Assistant coach Randy Julian commented, "(The meet against) Cleveland State was great. It is one of the finest pools in the country, and it really got the team ready for Easterns."

After the win in Cleveland, the Irish travelled to Olean, New York, to swim St. Bonaventure on Saturday. The women's team swam well enough to come back from a 26 point deficit to win 149-149.

"It was nice to see the women challenged. It was the first time they were really pushed, and they responded well," Juan said.

Once again the Irish relied on their strength in the stroke events to pull them through the meet. Senior co-captains Tanya Williams won both the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke events, setting new pool records in both. Another pool record was set by freshman Jeslyn Peterson in the 200-yard breaststroke.

In what Julian called the guttiest event of the meet, the 200-yard freestyle, the Irish placed first, second, and third. "It allowed us to get back into the meet. It really fired the team up," Juan reported.

Other individual winners over the weekend were senior Susan Bobidan and sophomore Jim Dora.
Cycling team will hold an important meeting on February 2 in 123 Newelland at 9 p.m. If you have questions, call Sean Carroll at 634-3438. The Late Night Olympics was won by the team of Sorin/PE/PW followed by Lewis/Carroll and Stanford/Pangborn/Augusta. Bickle Basketball XXI applications for commissioner positions are now available in Student Government office. All applications have to be in by noon on February 8. ND Ski Club will have a meeting on February 4 in 184 Newelland at 7:30 p.m. Anyone interested in the Spring Break trip to Steamboat, CO should attend. Call Chris Boone with any questions at 273-2958. SportsTalk will join tonight’s men’s basketball game against St. Bonaventure in progress at 8 p.m. Tune in to 640AM for the live SportsTalk. Volleyball suffers surprise loss

By KEVIN DOLAN
Sports Writer

The Irish men’s volleyball team suffered a surprise loss at the hands of the Purdue Boilermakers last Wednesday night in West Lafayette. Favored to win the match, the Irish dropped Game 1 by a 15-4 margin. They went on to lose 3-1 (15-4, 15-10, 13-15, 15-13), and according to Senior Pat Madden, “It was just one of those really busy games.” “Our passing was very ineffective,” Madden said. “We were aced 10 times. We were emotionally flat. We were just bad.” The Irish suffered similar problems in their previous match against Michigan State, another road match. To add to the Irish misery, Madden was out with an achilles tendon injury. Madden hopes to suit up for Wednesday’s match at Illinois-Chicago, but is unsure of the extent of the injury. “No one has looked at it yet,” he said. For an Irish team that is already missing P.J. Stettin, another key player will be hard to replace. However, Madden feels that the loss was good for the Irish. “Some of our greatest matches have come after big losses like this.” The Irish play Illinois-Chicago for the first time ever on Wednesday. According to Madden, “No one knows what to expect.”

Gates Toyota

20% off to all students and faculty when servicing your Toyota at Gates Toyota Service Department. Shuttle Bus available to Norte Dame and University Park Mall. Call 237-4005. Oil Changes for just $20.55

Erica Peterson

Erica Peterson, named Women’s Coach of the 1993 MCC indoor championship meet, continued from page 12

LaSalle with 58, and Detroit Mercy with 47. Peterson accumulated enough points on her own to place her fourth in the meet, ahead of Duquesne and just behind Butler. Loyola runner Julie Keller was a dominant competitor, scoring conference records in the 1000 meter run and the mile run, but her effort was not enough to outshine the running clinic put on by the Irish. “The team can really well. We seemed pretty strong for the beginning of the season,” continued Peterson. “Coach Plane also had us well orga-
**CALVIN AND HOBBES**

**CALVIN,** **DON'T JUST TIE ONE END OF YOUR WEATHER COAT ON THE FLOOR!**

**HANG IT UP WHERE IT BELONGS. I'M NOT LOOKING FOR EXTRA WORK AROUND HERE.**

---

**CALVIN AND HOBBES**

**HANG IT UP WHERE IT BELONGS. I'M NOT LOOKING FOR EXTRA WORK AROUND HERE.**

---

**SPELUNKER**

**I'M SERIOUS ABOUT RUNNING FOR SBP, Y'KNOW, COAT ON THE FLOOR!**

**RUNNING FOR SBP, Y'KNOW, COAT ON THE FLOOR!**

---

**CROSSWORD**

**ACROSS**

3. Carlyle's... 9. "Ay, the..."
4. Genesis verb 10. Stanley
5. Celestial... 11. Author Oz
6. Miracle site 12. Small
7. Kazan film: 13. TV's... 
8. Orison ending 14. Young whales

**DOWN**

2. Act, ecology group 3. Raise the... 
3. Shadowbox 4. Fly the coop
5. Critical remark 6. Scop's end of day
7. Where to tell it not 8. Dull pain
11. 10-9-93

---

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

**FREE HAIRCUT ($8 VALUE)**

**FREE 2 oz. Aloe Gel Conditioner ($2 Value)**

---

**LECTURES**

Tuesday

12:30 p.m. Seminar, "Guidelines for Industrial Reconversion and Restructuring with Particular Attention to Uruguay." Hugh Schwartz, University of the Republic of Montevideo, Visiting Professor, Department of Economics, Room C-103 Hesburgh Center for International Studies, Sponsored by the Helen Kellogg Institute for International Studies.

---

**MENU**

**Notre Dame**

Chicago Stuffed Pizza Special Blend Cheese Pizza Italian Grilled Sole

**Saint Mary's**

Veggie Lasagna Pizza Bar Basil/Chive Chicken Breast

---

**THE FAR SIDE**

**WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE**

---

**THANK YOU**

---

**THE FAR SIDE**

**BILL WATTERSON**

"Quit school? Quit school? You wanna end up like your father? A career lab rat?"
By KEVIN JANICKI
Sports Writer

It was supposed to be the toughest meet of the year for both fencing squads, but the Irish fencers fared well on their east coast trip over the weekend, according to men's coach Mike De Cicco.

The Notre Dame men's fencing team improved its record to 14-1 with the men's victory over defending NCAA champions Columbia. Other wins came against St. Bonaventure and Penn State. No. 16 Notre Dame men's fencing defeated Columbia, 5-4, on Saturday at the Joyce ACC.

"The Columbia game was, obviously, in our opinion a very, very strong game," said De Cicco. "We had our opportunities. We couldn't finish the game. We couldn't complete the task, but I think the game indicates to our players that we have shown improvement," said head coach John Kelman.

Billy Taylor and the Irish baseball team will try to even their record at 9-9 tonight against St. Bonaventure.

"We don't have anyone close to that (attempted free throws) without James," commented Mike Miller who was up against stiff competition in LaSalle sprinter John Jensen in the 3000 meter run, and Kristi St. John in the shot put with a toss of 47'10".

"I've never even looked at that height before," said Herman.

Other outstanding performances in the field events came from Notre Dame sophomore Dan Grenough who captured the MCC indoor pole vault crown with a personal record of 14'5", and freshman phenom Mike Fleisch. Fleisch set the shot put with a toss of 47'10". Probably the most heated competition of the night was the men's 5000 meters. Through the first half of the race Notre Dame's J.B. Meloro and Nick Radkewich broke away from the pack and led the race along with Matt Stull from LaSalle.

Meloro gambled late in the race and made a surge, leaving Radkewich and Stull to battle it out for second place some twenty feet behind him. Radkewich chased down Meloro, and going into the bell lap Radkewich was only a step behind his teammate. When the bell sounded Meloro took his cues and put down a kick in the last 300 meters. He finished with a time of 14:52.76 and captured his third straight MCC championship victory in the event. "I wanted to show what I could do this early in the season," I think I'm still getting fit to this basic well for the rest of the season for me," said Meloro.

The meet was also an excellent outing for Mike Miller who was up against stiff competition in LaSalle sprinter John Hunter for the 55 meter and 200 meter dash. With a time of 6.2 seconds in the 55 meters, Miller won the event and missed qualifying for the NCAA championships.

The Fighting Irish scored a total of 116 points demolishing their competition by 64 points. He finished with a time of 6.2 seconds in the 55 meters, Miller won the event and missed qualifying for the NCAA championships. It was nice to have a meet in the same place where we practice," said freshman Erica Petrenko, who dominated the meet, setting conference records in the 200 and 400 meter dashes and also finishing first in the 55 meter hurdles. Her outstanding performance earned her both newcomer of the Meet and Athlete of the Meet honors.

"It was nice to have a meet in the same place where we practice," said freshman Erica Petrenko, who dominated the meet, setting conference records in the 200 and 400 meter dashes and also finishing first in the 55 meter hurdles. Her outstanding performance earned her both newcomer of the Meet and Athlete of the Meet honors.

"That was a great way to measure ourselves against the top teams around the country," said Petrenko who has had help from a tremendous supporting cast. Other first place finishers included Karen Harris in the triple jump, Stefanie Jensen in the 3000 meter run, and Kristi St. John in the shot put.

The Irish women's track team cruised to a victory this past Friday at the Midwest Coast Collegiate Championships, held at the Loftus Sports Center. "It was nice to have a meet in the same place where we practice," said freshman Erica Petrenko, who dominated the meet, setting conference records in the 200 and 400 meter dashes and also finishing first in the 55 meter hurdles. Her outstanding performance earned her both newcomer of the Meet and Athlete of the Meet honors.

"It was nice to have a meet in the same place where we practice," said freshman Erica Petrenko, who dominated the meet, setting conference records in the 200 and 400 meter dashes and also finishing first in the 55 meter hurdles. Her outstanding performance earned her both newcomer of the Meet and Athlete of the Meet honors.